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The school librarian is a resource person and should realize 
the importance of pupils using appropriate materials and the neces¬ 
sity for providing a variety of materials on different levels and 
subjects. Since reading guidance is a very important function of 
the school librarian, there is the question of whether or not provid¬ 
ing such guidance will increase the general reading abilities and 
interests of pupils from economically disadvantaged homes. 
Review of Pertinent Literature 
In order to give effective guidance, the librarian must 
be aware of present-day changes in types of materials available. 
One of these changes relates to the status of literature and the 
manner in which the communications media have altered language 
patterns. For instance, television is affecting oral language 
patterns which, in turn, affect the interests and tastes of children. 
Many of the classics written for another period have been introduced 
on the screen and the question is to what extent should we introduce 
the literary masterpieces of another generation.1 
1Dwight L. Burton end Nancy Larrick, "Literature for Chil¬ 
dren and Youth," Development in and through Reading, Sixtieth Year¬ 
book of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part I 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961), pp.189-90. 
1 
2 
A knowledge of the variety of materials is also necessary. 
These materials now include supplementary readers which enrich the 
basal reader, materials in the content fields, literary materials 
such as poetry, plays, drama, biography, materials on varied levels 
of reading ability, reference materials, and instructional aids for 
both teachers and pupils. For pupils, these aids include study 
guides, games, films, filmstrips, eight millimeter filmloops, record¬ 
ings, radio and television; for teachers, there are professional 
2 
books, teachers' manuals, and professional magazines. 
The purpose of guidance is to motivate the child to maintain 
an interest in reading so the emphasis should be on reading for 
delight and enjoyment. It is very important that time be provided 
for independent reading which should be preceded or accompanied by 
guidance. Reading guidance includes helping the child to make the 
transition from juvenile to adult books and one way to accomplish this 
may be to present materials in the form of ladders proceeding from 
the easiest to the more difficult. Some other recommended methods 
of providing guidance are through the use of bulletin boards, 
library displays, book talks, book fairs, assembly programs, reviews 
of books by pupils, book discussion groups, story-telling, instruc¬ 
tion in the use of books, and the encouragement of pupils to keep 
informal reading records. 
A knowledge of the values to be found in reading good liter¬ 
al. Angela Gunn, "There'll Be Some Changes Made," Reading in 
a Changing Society, International Reading Association Conference 
Proceedings, Vol. b, 1959 (New York: Scholastic Magazines, 1959), 
100-01. 
3 
ature is necessary if effective guidance is to be given children as 
they widen their reading experience. Benjamin Bloom in Stability 
and Change in Human Characteristics maintains, as reported by Buck, 
that : 
Children have obtained at least 75 percent of 
their total general achievement by the time they 
have reached age 13 (grade 7) and he particularly 
emphasizes that "the first period of elementary 
school (grades 1-3) is probably the most crucial 
period available to the public school for the devel¬ 
opment of general learning patterns. 
An appreciation of fine literature should be a part of the 
child's heritage from the time he can begin to enjoy Mother Goose 
Rhymes. Because children's first reading experiences are limited, 
they need to have books read to them in order that they may become 
familiar with the sounds of the language. Their boundaries may be 
extended back in time through reading historical fiction, they may 
become aware of children of other lands, and also may become familiar 
with origins of literary expressions such as "mad as a hatter," "my 
man Friday," and "sour grapes. 
Pooly reports Artley's views on reading thus: "the growth of 
the child through reading is attained as he satisfies basic human 
needs.Pooley then says these needs are: 
...the sense of security in physical, emotional, 
^Charlotte S. Huck, "Components of a Beginning Literature Pro¬ 
gram," Reading and Inquiry, International Reading Association Conference 
Proceedings, Vol.10, 1965 (Newark, Delaware: International Reading 
Association, 1965), p.68. 
Ulbid., pp.66-69. 
5Robert C. Pooley, "Reading and the Language Arts," Development 
in and through Reading, op.cit., p.52. 
h 
and spiritual surroundings; the quality of belongingness, 
the need to be accepted in a group; the need to be loved 
and to love; the neeu to achieve, to be successful; the 
need to know, to satisfy curiosity; the need to play; 
and the need to respond to beauty. These unconscious 
urges lead children to seek out the books which satisfy, 
in part, their needs so that they employ their skills 
in reading to grow through experience in reading. 
The child may be assisted in his reading experience by pro¬ 
viding the proper reading environment which should include materials 
suitable for his interests and needs and within the range of his abilities. 
Not only should a wide variety of stimulating materials be provided but 
there should be opportunity for the sharing of experiences which cone 
from the child's reading. 
Excellent literature also enriches the personal life of the 
reader. Personal development in reading comes through knowing how 
to read between and beyond the lines. Oftentimes, characters or 
incidents in a book help children to solve problems such as views on 
war, relations with their peers, marriage ot family life.7 Reading 
growth also takes place when one can go beyond the literal meaning 
of words and see the author's implied intent. Guidance is needed to 
help children talk about their personal reactions to books and to 
think about the events in a story.® Because of the wealth of informa¬ 
tional books being published today, adults who work with children need 
6Ibid. 
7Ruth Strang, "Enriching the Reading Experiences of the 
Gifted," Reading in a Changing Society, op.cit., p.25>8. 
®Burton and Larrick, op.cit., pp.195-96. 
5 
to be aware of the need for helping children become well rounded 
9 
and well adjusted individuals. 
The pupil should be exposed to wide and varied readings in 
order to increase his thinking skills. Jenkins states that the 
competent reader recognizes the different types of literature and 
adjusts his reading to suit the selection being read.^° He further 
defines the characteristics of a competent reader as: 
...one who may be identified in terms of clues he can 
find in his reading, perceives subieties of character 
development, suggestions of plot movement, is an 
interpretive reader, and can respond emotionally to 
new experiences.il 
Since literature should be a part of the reading program 
in the elementary school, certain literary understandings should be 
developed. The teaching of literature helps children to develop 
these understandings and increases their ability to become competent 
readers. Some of the understandings that help children achieve 
competency in reading are: using literature to hear and discuss 
stories; possessing the ability to see the author's implied meaning; 
12 
being able to read the picture clues to aid comprehension. 
^Florence ¥. Price, "Guiding Children's Reading for Enjoyment 
and Enrichment," Illinois Libraries, XLVII (December, 1965), 81fL. 
lOwilliam A. Jenkins, "Developing Competence in Reading in 
Literature," Recent Developments in Reading, Proceedings of the Annual 
Conference on Reading held at the University of Chicago, 1965, Vol. 
XXVII (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1965), p.lli7» 
•^Ibid., p.lliS. 
12shelton L. Root, Jr., "Literary Understandings in the 
Reading Program of the Primary Grades," Reading and Inquiry, op.cit., 
pp.70-72. 
6 
Thompson has stated that there is no evidence supported 
by research so far which says that comprehension and interpretation 
abilities must be developed in a sequential order. But it has been 
found that children of different age levels exhibit certain types of 
thinking abilities and their general motivation, training and experi- 
1 "3 
ence play an important role in their mental development. J She 
also sums up Bussell's report on children's thinking, thus: "The 
elementary school programs must include specific activities leading 
toward good habits of thought and providing for the gradual development 
of thinking ability at all stages of development."^ 
Description of the School 
Henry Rutherford Butler Elementary School is located at 89 
Yonge Street in the southeast section of Atlanta. The school is 
near a large public housing project, a senior citizen's home and two 
churches. It has been identified as a school which serves an eco¬ 
nomically disadvantaged neighborhood with U2.2 percent of its pupils 
it 
coming from low-income families. ^ Because of this identification, 
it has been designated to receive funds from the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act under Title I of Public Law 89-10. 
These funds are used to hire: (1) a lead reading teacher 
whose function is to improve the instructional competencies of teachers 
■^Evelyn s. Thompson, "Sequential Skills of a Literature Pro¬ 
gram," Reading and Inquiry, op.cit., p.73. 
%bid. 
■^Application for Federal Assistance for the Education of Chil¬ 
dren from Low-Income Families for Fiscal Year 1968. Public Law 89-10, 
Title I (Atlanta Board of Education, August 23, 1967), p.1(mimeographed). 
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in reading; (2) a social worker whose duty is to work with attendance; 
(3) two teacher aides; (U) a Title I clerk; and to purchase library 
materials. Other members of the school staff consist of a princi¬ 
pal, secretary, twenty-two teachers and a librarian. 
The pupils are enrolled in grades Kindergarten through seven 
and the enrollment as of October 1, 1967, was 61*0 pupils. The 1;2.2 
percent of the pupils enrolled have been identified as being educa¬ 
tionally deprived and are characterized as having shown: 
a. poor performance on standardized tests 
b. classroom performance significantly below grade 
level in reading 
c. achievement significantly below grade level in 
other skill areas 
d. poor performance on standardized tests of intel¬ 
lectual ability 
e. low level in verbal functioning. ° 
Description of the Library and its Services 
The library is located in three renovated'classrooms on 
the second floor of the H. R. Butler School. For the purpose of 
this study, these rooms will be designated as A, B and C. Rooms 
A and B are used by pupils. In Room A, the fiction and easy book 
collections, children's periodicals and recordings are housed. The 
nonfiction and reference collections and the vertical file are housed 
in Room B. Room B is also used as a general reading room by pupils. 
The library workroom adjoins the general reading room. Filmstrips, 
pictures and instructional materials for the Special Education Classes 
are located in the workroom. Other instructional materials, profes- 
16Ibid 
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sional books and magazines are housed in Room C. Room C was 
originally a small classroom and was renovated during the 1966-67 
school year as office space for the lead reading teacher and social 
worker and for instructional materials and equipment. In this office, 
the instructional materials are placed on shelves which have been 
designed for that purpose and teachers are free to come aid use such 
materials during the school day. 
The library program attempts to acquaint pupils with certain 
study skills and also to help them develop an awareness and apprecia¬ 
tion of fine literature. The kindergarten through second grade 
classes are scheduled for library periods on a bi-weekly basis. The 
third and fourth grade classes visit the library weekly. Pupils in 
grades five through seven are free to visit the library as the need 
arises for group or independent study and reading guidance. 
A systematic program of library instruction is used to teach 
pupils the care of books, the arrangement of the library, how to use 
the card catalog, the printed parts of the book, and the use of refer¬ 
ence tools. In creating an interest in literature, certain approaches 
are used. Literary themes such as folk tales, fantasy, heroes, bio¬ 
graphy, poetry, music stories, and many others, depending on the chil¬ 
dren's interests, are introduced. The pupils are also introduced 
to outstanding children's authors and illustrators and their books. 
Library research is made on the author's life and the pupils are en¬ 
couraged to read ail of a particular author's works. 
The library's services to teachers consist of informal an¬ 
nouncements in faculty meetings about new materials recently acquired 
9 
by the library and the circulation of printed lists of recent acquisi¬ 
tions. The librarian also recommends appropriate materials to teach¬ 
ers whenever they are planning new units and provides study skills 
worksheets for those teachers who wish additional help in teaching 
the use of the library. Another function of the librarian is to 
serve as a liaison between the school district's Learning Resources 
Center and the school staff by reminding them of new facilities and 
services available for their use. 
Purpose and Scope 
This study which lasted approximately nine weeks had as its 
purpose to determine what effect reading guidance has on improved 
interest in reading. 
Methodology 
The proceedures used for this study were as follows: 
17 
1. A search was made of Library Literature under the topic, 
Children's Reading, to gain a background of knowledge about the chosen 
topic. Books on reading from the Curriculum Materials Center of the 
Trevor Arnett Library, Atlanta University, were also used. 
2. A random sample of pupils was selected from sections B and 
C of the fourth grade classes at H. R. Butler Elementary School. 
The sampling technique used was to distribute among the pupils yellow 
and white slips of paper. The ten pupils in each class who drew the 
yellow slips of paper were the ones chosen for the project. The ten 
^Library Literature (New York: H. W. Wilson Company, 1966-67). 
10 
pupils from section B consisted of the experimental group and the 
ten from section C consisted of the control group. 
3. The cooperation of the teachers and the pupils of the 
two classes involved was sought by discussing with them the purposes 
of the project and explaining to them the values of such a study. 
U. The experimental and control groups were pre-tested at 
the beginning of the study with the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achieve¬ 
ment Test, Intermediate Test: Form A for Grades 3 to 6.^ The test 
scores were used to gain a knowledge of the pupils' present level of 
reading achievement. 
5. The Diagnostic Child Study Record: Form III, Part 1,^ 
devised by Paul Witty and David Kopel was administered to the members 
of both groups. An additional question was inserted by the writer 
in this inventory concerning the pupils' use of television. 
6. All the pupils were asked to keep a record of any books 
or materials which they read on reading record leaflets provided for 
them. This record provided spaces for recording the titles and 
authors of books and a statement of what they liked about the book. 
7. The following activities were used with the experimental 
group. This group met weekly with the librarian to discuss their 
books and to choose other books to read. The pupils were encouraged 
*1 Q 
°Donald D. Durrell and Helen B. Sullivan, Reading Achieve¬ 
ment Test, Intermediate Test: Form A for Grades 3 to 6 (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1937)* 
l?Paul Vitty and David Kopel, Reading and the Educative 
Process (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1939), pp.316-19. 
11 
to read books on their level and were reminded of the variety of books 
which they could choose to read from the library. During these week¬ 
ly sessions, the librarian shared poetry and read stories. Several 
members of the group went to see the ballet, Goppelia. Prior to this, 
they listened to a recording aid their teacher read the story to them. 
A field trip was made to the children's room of the Atlanta Public 
Library to acquaint them with a large community library and its ser¬ 
vices . 
-4 
8. The pre-test scores of the gwo groups were compared. 
9. The Diagnostic Child Study Records2^ were analyzed in order 
to find items which might have significance for this project. 
1C. The reading record leaflets of the pupils in the experi¬ 
mental group were compared with those of the control group. 
11. Each pupil was post-tested with the Durrell-Sullivan 
Reading Achievement Test, Intermediate Test: Form B for Grades 3 to 
6.2-*- The pre-test and post-test scores of the experimental group 
were compared with those of the control group. \ 
2QIbid. 
21 
Donald D. Durrell and Helen B. Sullivan, Reading Achieve¬ 
ment Test, Intermediate Test: Form B for Grades 3 to 6"(New York : 
Harcourt, Brace and World, Î9ÏÏÏÏT* 
CHAPTER II 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
Analysis of the Pre-Test Scores 
As was explained in the methodology section of this study, 
two groups of ten students were selected from the fourth grade. One 
group of ten represented the experimental group; the second group 
of ten represented the control group. Both the experimental and 
control groups were pre-tested at the beginning of the study using 
the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test, Intermediate Test: Form 
A for Grades 3 to 6. The resulting test scores were used to 
obtain some information regarding the pupils' present level of reading 
achievement. 
The pre-test scores in reading achievement for the ten members 
of the experimental group ranged from five months in the second grade 
to nine months in the fifth grade (see Table 1). The distribution 
of the scores indicated that 70 percent of the pupils were reading 
below the fourth grade level; 10 percent of the pupils were reading 
on the fourth grade level, and 20 percent of the pupils were reading 
above the fourth grade level. The pre-test scores in reading achieve¬ 
ment for the ten members of the control group ranged from five months 
^^Durrell and Sullivan, Intermediate Test: Form A, op.cit. 
12 
TABLE 1 
PRE-TEST READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORES OF THE 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 





5.0-5.h 1 1 
U.5-U.9 
li.o-lj.U 1 h 
3.5-3.9 l 
3.0-3.U 3 l 
2.5-2.9 h 3 
TOTAL 
10 10 
in the second grade to four months in the fifth grade and were dis¬ 
tributed as follows: $0 percent of the pupils had reading achievement 
scores below the fourth grade level; U0 percent of the pupils were 
reading on the fourth grade level and 10 percent of the pupils were 
reading above the fourth grade level. 
13 
lU 
Analysis of the Pupil Report of Interests 
and Activities 
The Diagnostic Child Study Record; Form III, Part I,was 
administered to both the experimental and control groups. The pupils 
sat for periods of one hour at a time and the questionnaire involved 
a total time of two hours to administer. For those pupils whose 
reading achievement scores were in the second grade range, the ques¬ 
tionnaire was administered individually and the answers were recorded 
for them because of their difficulty with spelling. 
The topics chosen to be analyzed were the pupils1 patterns 
of recreation, their interest in school subjects, movie, radio and 
television preferences, vocational interests, and reading interests. 
A cross tabulation of these responses was also made between members 
of the experimental and control groups on their various grade levels. 
It was felt that a study of these particular topics would be bene¬ 
ficial in directing the reading of the pupils in the experimental 
group and also in determining whether or not the pupils in the control 
group voluntarily read in accordance with their stated areas of 
interest. 
Responses regarding patterns of recreational activities.— 
Any determination of patterns of recreational activities must consider 
what pupils like best to do when they are on their own; what they 
usually do directly after school, in the evening, on Saturdays, and 
on Sunday; what they like to play best; and their membership in clubs. 
23 
Witty and Kopel, op.cit. 
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The after-school activities indicated by the pupils included member¬ 
ship in clubs, household chores, playing, running errands, watching 
television, attending Sunday School and church and reading (see Table 
2). Of the three pupils whose reading achievement levels placed them 
above the fourth grade, one was a club member and two reported that 
they liked best to read whenever they did not have anything else to 
do. Of the five pupils reading on the fourth grade level, three 
were club members and one read as an after-school activity. leading 
was an after-school activity of one of the twelve pupils reading below 
the fourth grade level. Eight of the pupils in this group also re¬ 
ported membership in clubs. 
As far as after-school activities were concerned, attending 
Sunday School and church was the most popular, with 100 percent of the 
pupils participating. Playing and membership in clubs were next 
with 85 percent choosing play and 60 percent of the pupils stating 
that they were members of clubs. Heading was listed as an activity 
engaged in by I4.O percent of the pupils. Running errands was per¬ 
formed by 30 percent of the pupils, with household chores and tele¬ 
vision consuming the time of 25 percent of the pupils. 
Playing games, pool, and engaging in sports were listed as 
activities that the pupils liked best (see Table 3). The names of 
the games mentioned were "Easy Money," "Let's go to the Library," 
hiding garnies, and marbles. Sports activities which the pupils en¬ 
gaged in were football, baseball, basketball, kickball and swimming. 
Certain patterns of recreational activities among the pupils may be 
found in this table. Those pupils scoring above the fourth grade 
TABLE 2 
RESPONSES REGARDING PATTERNS OF AFTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 
Grade 
Clubs Errands Household 
Chores 





Level E* C* E# C* E* C* E* c* E* C* E# C* E* C* 
5.5-5.9 
(N-l) 
1 1 1 1 1 
5. c-5.Ii 
(N=2) 











3 1 1 1 3 1 1 3 1 
2.5-2.9 
(N-7) 
3 1 1 2 1 h 3 k 3 1 
Total 7 5 2 k 3 2 9 8 2 2 10 10 3 2 
E* Experimental Group C* Control Group 
TABLE 3 
RESPONSES REGARDING PATTERNS OF RECREATIONAL 
ACTIVITIES 
Grade 
Games Pool Sports "Don't know" 
















1 2 1 
2.5-2.9 
(N-7) 
1 2 3 1 





E* Experimental Group 
C* Control Group 
level in reading achievenE nt preferred games and sports, with one 
pupil responding as "don't know." Games and sports were the prefer¬ 
ences of the pupils with reading achievement scores at the fourth 
grade level. The pupils with reading abilities below the fourth 
17 
grade level showed preferences for games, pool, and sports, with one 
of these pupils responding as "don't know." 
Sports was the most favored activity of 60 percent of the 
pupils, with 15 percent preferring games, and 10 percent reporting 
that they liked to play pool. Ten percent of the pupils when asked 
what games they liked to play responded as "don't know." 
Responses regarding movie, radio and television preferences.— 
The pupils checked as their movie preferences cartoons, Westerns, 
comedy, gangster, mystery, love, news, education and "sad" movies 
(see Table U). 
Comedy, mystery and cartoons were the favorite movie prefer¬ 
ences of those pupils scoring above the fourth grade in reading achieve¬ 
ment Comedy, Westerns, "sad," love, mystery, gangster movies and 
cartoons were the favorite movie preferences of those pupils on the 
fourth grade level in reading. One of these pupils checked news as 
a preference and two of the pupils stated that they liked the educa¬ 
tional movie. The responses of the twelve pupils below the fourth 
grade reading achievement level showed a preference for cartoons and 
Westerns, mystery, and gangster motion pictures. One of the pupils 
checked the educational movie as a preference and another checked news. 
Cartoons ranked as the most popular type of movie, with 69 
percent of the pupils expressing an interest in this form. The 
Westerns movies ranked second with 30 percent of the pupils stating 
that this was their favorite. Comedy was a favorite of 23 percent 
of the pupils. Mystery movies were preferred by 20 percent of the 
pupils. Gangster, educational and love-type movies each received 
TABLÉ U 
RESPONSES REGARDING PATTERNS OF MOVIE PREFERENCES 
Grade 
Comedy Western 1 "Sad" News Love Mystery j Gangster Educa¬ 
tional 
Cart ioons 











1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 
3.5-3.9 
(N-l) 1 1 
3.C-3.L 
(N-L) 
2 1 1 2 2 1 
2.5-2.9 
(N-7) 
l 1 2 1 1 2 L 2 
Total L l 2 L 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 L 2 1 0 3 8 6 
H 
vo 
E# Experimental Group 1* Control Group 
20 
15 percent, news received 10 percent, and the ,;sad" movie, five percent 
of the pupils' choices. 
Written responses indicated the pupils' favorite radio and 
television programs. The preferred radio programs were music, news 
and jokes (see Table 5). Instead of mentioning specific programs, 
some of the pupils listed specific radio stations among which were 
WAOK, WIGO and WQXI. There was also one "don't know" response. 
Similar preferences were noted among pupils of all grade 
levels and among both groups. Music, jokes, WAOK, WIGO and W3XI 
were the radio programs preferred by those pupils scoring above the 
fourth grade level and also for the five pupils reading on the fourth 
grade level. Two of the pupils reading below the fourth grade level 
did not know what their favorite radio pregram was; the other 10 
listed music, jokes, WAOK, WIGO and WQXI as their favorites as far as 
radio programs were concerned. Two of these same pupils mentioned 
news as a favorite program. 
Table 5 shows that music was tie leading choice among radio 
programs since it received 11* percent of the responses. The radio 
stations WAOK, WIGO and WQXI were next having received ten percent and 
seven percent of the choices, respectively. News received four per¬ 
cent of the choices with jokes and "don't know" items each making up 
three percent of the choices. 
The names which the pupils mentioned as their three favorite 
types of television programs could be classified as adventure, comedy, 
mystery, news, serials, sports and movies. From the data presented 
in Table 6, it can be seen that all of the pupils were interested in 
TABLE 5 
RESPONSES REGARDING PREFERENCES FOR RADIO PROGRAMS 
TABLE 6 
RESPONSES REGARDING PREFERENCES FOR TELEVISION PROGRAMS 
23 
the same types of television programs. Those pupils scoring above 
the fourth grade level in reading ability indicated a preference for 
adventure and comedy, while the five pupils placing on the fourth 
grade level preferred comedy, mystery and movies. Adventure, comedy, 
mystery, news, serials, sports events and movies were the preferences 
of those pupils scoring oelow their grade level in reading achieve¬ 
ment. The news was also tne choice of one of the pupils in this 
same group. 
The popularity of comedy, mystery and adventure programs 
was significant because a larger number of preferences for television 
programs were in these areas. Comedy received 90 percent of the 
pupils' choices, mystery 1*0 percent, and adventure 20 percent. News, 
serials, sports and movies each received 5 percent of the choices. 
Responses regarding interests in school subjects.—Prefer¬ 
ences for school subjects give a good indication of the children's 
school interests. In responding to this item on the inventory, the 
pupils in both groups revealed certain similar preferences (see 
Table 7)« A tabulation of responses by grade level showed prefer¬ 
ence for English grammar, mathematics, reading, spelling, and social 
studies among pupils above the fourth grade level. Mathematics, 
reading and social studies were favored by those pupils on the fourth 
grade reading achievement level. For those pupils below the fourth 
grade level, all of the six subjects were represented among their 
preferences. 
A study of the results of Table 7 reveals that reading, the 
TABLE 7 





Mathematics Reading Science Spelling 
Social 
Studies 
Level E* c* E* C* E* C* E* C* E* C* E* c* 
5.5-5-9 
(N=l) 1 1 1 
5.0-5.U 




(N=5) 1 1 k 1 h 1 2 
3.5-3.9 
(N=l) 1 1 1 
3.0—3.U 
(N-U) 1 1 3 1 1 1 
2.5-2.9 
(N-7) 2 k 1 2 3 1 1 3 1 1 1 
Total 0 h 7 h 8 8 1 1 6 8 3 h 
e* Experimental Group *C Control Group 
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most popular school subject, received 80 percent of the choices. 
The next subjects as far as student preferences were concerned were 
spelling and mathematics. Spelling was preferred by 70 percent and 
mathematics by 55 percent of the pupils. Social studies, English 
grammar and science received 30 percent, 20 percent and 10 percent of 
the choices, respectively. 
Responses regarding vocational interests.—Certain similar 
preferences were revealed also in the item on the inventory concerning 
choice of vocation. These choices were to be a nun, a teacher, a 
secretary, and a doctorj going into the air force, and becoming a 
policeman, bus driver, and fireman. There were two responses for 
nurse and one for doctor indicated by those pupils whose reading 
achievement placed them above the fourth grade level in reading ability. 
The five pupils on the fourth grade level in reading ability chose the 
air force, the nursing andtcaching professions and becoming a secretary 
as their future vocational interests. On the other hand, the pupils 
whose reading achievement levels placed them below the fourth grade 
were interested in vocations such as the air force, fireman, bus 
driver, policeman and becoming a doctor, secretary and teacher. 
Table 8 suggests that the nursing and teaching professions, 
which received 20 percent of each of the choices, were better known 
among the students. The choice of doctor and secretary was made by 
15 percent of each of the pupils, the air force and policeman, 10 
percent each, and fireman and bus driver received 5 percent of each 
of these choices. 
Responses regarding reading preferences.—The section of the 
TABLE 8 




inventory -which considered reading preferences of the pupils showed 
that a similarity of preferences existed between the members of the 
experimental and control groups. Adventure, detective stories, 
fairy tales, mystery stories, stories, history, travel and art were 
the preferences of those pupils in the experimental group whose 
reading abilities were above the fourth grade. The pupil in the 
control group whose reading ability was the same as the above preferred 
mystery stories. Fairy tales was the preference of the experimental 
pupil whose reading achievement was U.O The pupils in the control 
group who had comparable scores checked fairy tales, mystery stories, 
poetry, plays, biography, science, travel and music as their prefer¬ 
ences. The experimental pupils whose reading abilities placed them 
below their grade level, chose as their preferences adventure, 
detective stories, fairy tales, stories, plays, travel, music and 
art. The members of the control group with the same reading abilities 
preferred detective stories, mystery stories, stories, and science 
as their reading preferences. 
From the data in Table 9 it can be inferred that works of 
fiction which included the fairy tales, stories, adventure, detective 
stories, and mystery stories received a larger proportion of pupils' 
responses than other subject areas. Fifty percent of the pupils 
indicated an interest in fairy tales; h5 percent of the pupils checked 
stories as a reading preference; 30 percent of the pupils favored 
adventure; 25 percent of the pupils preferred detective stories as 
a reading choice; and 20 percent of the pupils preferred the mystery 
story as a reading preference. The subject areas which the pupils 
TABLE 9 
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indicated as reading preferences were science, with J5 percent of the 
pupils favoring this field, and music with 20 percent. History, travel, 
biography, art and poetry received 15 percent each of the pupils' 
preferences. 
Responses regarding preferences in types of subject matter 
read in newspapers.—From the pupil responses to this item on the 
inventory, it was found that the comics, grocery ads and school news 
could be established as the pupils' choices (see Table 10). Comics 
was the choice of the pupils with reading abilities above the fourth 
grade level. The pupils whose reading abilities identified them 
as reading on grade level favored those sections of the newspaper 
having to do with the comics and news. One of the pupils on this 
level responded "don't know." Those pupils identified as reading 
below the fourth grade level preferred the comics, grocery ads, news, 
and school news with one pupil responding as "don't know." 
The leading preferences for types of subject matter read in 
newspapers was the comic section which was the choice of 60 percent 
of the pupils; the news section was the s econd choice with 20 percent 
of the pupils preferring this item. Ten percent of the pupils 
responded "don't know." Five percent of the choices were for the 
grocery ads; five percent preferred the school news. 
Responses regarding preferences as to magazines.—The pupilé* 
stated preferences in magazines could be identified as fashicnmaga- 
zines, news magazines, and those magazines having a pictorial content. 
The fashion magazine, the news magazine and the pictorial 
TABLE 10 
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(N=ii) 1 1 1 1 
2.5-2.9 
(N=7) 3 2 1 1 
Total 5 7 0 1 2 2 1 0 2 0 
E* Experimental Group 
C* Control Group 
magazine were the preferred choices of the pupils with reading 
abilities above the fourth grade level (see Table 11). The pictor¬ 
ial magazine was the choice of those pupils with reading abilities at 
the fourth grade level, with two ©f the pupils responding with "don't 
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(N«ii) 1 1 1 1 1 
2.5-2.9 
(N-7) 1 3 1 2 2 
Total 2 0 3 0 6 il 3 
6 
E* Experimental Group 
C* Control Group 
know." The magazine preferences of those pupils with reading 
abilities below the fourth graue xevel were fashion, news and pictor¬ 
ials, with four pupils responding with "don't know." 
A tabulation of the pupil responses reveals the pictorial 
magazine as the favorite, with 50 percent of the pupils preferring 
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this type of magazine. Forty-five percent of the pupils' answers 
tc this item on the inventory was "don't know." The fashion magazine 
was preferred by 20 percent of the pupils, with five percent of them 
stating a preference for the news magazine. 
Analysis of the Reading Record 
Leaflets 
Another item stated in the methodology was to have the pupils 
in both the experimental and control groups record on reading record 
leaflets the authors and titles of the books read and their impres¬ 
sions of the books. The pupils in the experimental group met weekly 
with the librarian to discuss their books and choose other books to 
read. They were also encouraged to read books on their level and 
were reminded of the variety of books which they could choose to 
read from the library. During these weekly sessions, the librarian 
shared poetry and read stories. The members of the control group 
read books and recorded them on their own. At the close of the study, 
the reading record leaflets of the experimental and control groups 
were analyzed according to the various subject areas which the pupils 
read from and as to whether or not the pupils followed any particular 
interest in reading. 
A discussion of Table 12 shows that the pupils in the experi¬ 
mental group whose reading achievement scores were above the fourth 
grade level read in the areas of biography, fairy tales, religion, 
fiction, useful arts, and vocations. The member of the control group 
who was reading on the same achievement level chose to read from bio¬ 
graphy, fairy tales, history, languages, music, poetry, social science, 
TABLE 12 
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fiction and useful arts. The actual reading recorded by the pupil 
in the experimental group whose reading achievement was at the fourth 
grade level was in the area of biography, fairytales, poetry, and 
fiction. The pupils in the control group who were reading at the 
same achievement level chose to read books from the areas of bio¬ 
graphy, fairy tales, history, language, music, poetry, science, 
social science and fiction. Seven of the pupils who comprised the 
experimental group and whose achievement scores placed them below the 
fourth grade level recorded reading in the areas of biography, fairy 
tales, music, poetry, rtligion, science, social science, fiction, 
useful arts and sports. The five pupils of the control group who 
were on the same reading level, recorded reading from the areas of 
history, music, science and fiction. 
An examination of Table 12 also shows pursuit of an interest 
in certain subject areas by the pupils. If more than one book was 
read in a particular area, this was assumed to be valid evidence that 
the pupils were pursuing an interest in the area so named. The 
members of the experimental group who exhibited reading abilities 
above the fourth grade level pursued further reading in the areas of 
biography, fiction, and useful arts. The pupil with comparable 
ability in the control group read in depth from the areas of bio¬ 
graphy, language, poetry, fiction and useful arts. The experimental 
pupil with a reading ability of fourth grade level indicated further 
interest in biography, fairy tales, poetry, and fiction. The pupils 
in the control group with the same reading ability did further read¬ 
ing in the areas of biography and history. Those pupils in the 
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experimental group with reading abilities below the fourth grade level 
chose biography, fairy tales, science, social science and fiction as 
areas to do exploratory reading, while the pupils in the control 
group with comparable abilities, did exploratory reading only in the 
area of fiction. 
A further discussion of Table 12 indicates that the pupils 
in both the experimental and control groups read books from thirteen 
subject areas. Among the experimental group, fiction and fairy tales 
were the most popular with 100 percent of the pupils equally divided 
between these two subjects. Biography, poetry and religion were next 
with UO percent of the pupils reading biographical literature and 60 
percent divided between poetry and religion. Social science, science, 
useful arts, and vocations received 20 percent of each of the choices. 
A total of 20 percent of the pupils read in the areas of music and 
sports. History and language were two areas which the pupils in 
the experimental group did not choose to do any reading from. The 
most popular subject areas with the members of the control group were 
fiction, history and language. These subject areas received I4O 
percent of each of the choices. Biography, poetry, social science 
and music were each the choice of 30 percent of the pupils. A total 
of UO percent of the pupils read from the areas of fairy tales and 
science. Religion, vocations and sports were not represented in any 
of the reading choices of the pupils in the control group. 
Comparison of the Pre-Test and iost-Test 
Scores 
The final proceedure for this study was to administer the 
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Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test, Intermediate Test: Form 
B for Grades 3 to as a post-test to both the experimental and 
control groups. The pre-test and post-test scores of both the experi¬ 
mental and control groups were then compared in order to determine if 
there were any significant gains in reading ability because of parti¬ 
cipation in the study on the part of the pupils in the experimental 
group. 
At the time the pre-test was administered, 70 percent of the 
pupils in the experimental group were discovered with reading abilities 
below the fourth grade level, 10 percent of the pupils were reading 
on grade level and 20 percent of the pupils had reading achievement 
scores above grade level. The post-test scores for the members of 
the experimental group indicated that 50 percent of the pupils now 
showed evidences of having reading abilities below the fourth grade 
level, with 20 percent of the pupils reading on the fourth grade 
level with increased reading abilities. Of the remaining 30 percent 
of the pupils, 10 percent remained at the fourth grade level, 10 
percent showed a four-month loss in reading achievement and 10 per¬ 
cent showed a four-month gain in reading achievement. 
Table 13 shows a comparison of the pre-test and post-test 
scores of the control group, which indicates that the pre-test scores 
were distributed as follows : 50 percent of the pupils were reading 
below grade level, 1+0 percent of the pupils exhibited reading abilities 
at the fourth grade level and 10 percent of the pupils were above the 
fourth grade level in reading ability. The distribution of the post¬ 
test scores showed an increase in the number of pupils reading below 
TABLE 13 
PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORES 
OF THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
Grade 
Level 










5.5-5.9 1 1 
5.0-5.U 1 1 
U.5-U.9 1 
U.o-U.U 1 h 3 
3.5-3.9 1 2 3 
3.0-3.U 3 1 1 3 
2.5-2.9 h 3 2 3 
Total 10 10 10 10 
the fourth grade level with 90 percent of the pupils falling into 
this category. Ten percent of the pupils in the control group 
showed an eight-month gain in reading ability as indicated by the 
post-test scores. 
An examination of the post-test scores of the two groups 
indicated that 50 percent of the pupils in the experimental group 
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had reading abilities below the fourth grade level and 90 percent 
of the pupils in the control group were reading below grade level. 
Forty percent of the pupils in the experimental group showed reading 
achievement scores at the fourth grade level with none of the pupils 
in the control group at this level. Ten percent of the members in 
the experimental group remained above the fourth grade level with a 
four-month gain in reading achievement and 10 percent of the pupils 
in the control group remained above the fourth grade level with an 
eight-month gain in reading achievement. 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
If the school librarian is to be resourceful in guiding pupils 
in using appropriate materials, knowledge must be acquired of the 
present day changes in types of materials which have become available, 
the manner in which the mass communications media have affected these 
changes, and the large variety of materials available for the use of 
both teachers and pupils. It is also necessary to provide the proper 
stimulation to help children maintain an interest in reading and to be 
aware of guidance techniques which are used to stimulate reading inter¬ 
ests. It is important, also, to realize the values which may be found 
in reading good literature and its effects on pupils. These values 
may be described as the enrichment of the personal life of the reader, 
the development of the pupils' thinking skills and an appreciation 
of man's literary heritage. 
The sample of pupils used for this study was selected from 
two sections of pupils in the fourth grade at the H. R. Butler Ele¬ 
mentary School. The results of the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achieve¬ 
ment Test, Intermediate Test: Form A for Grades 3 to 6 indicated that 
the pupils' abilities ranged from five months in the second grade to 
nine months in the fifth grade. 
These same pupils also exhibited certain interest patterns which 
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were tabulated from the Diagnostic Child Study Record: Form III, 
Part I. The topics chosen to be analyzed from the pupils1 report cf 
their interests and activities were their patterns of recreation, their 
interest in school subjects, movie, radio and television preferences, 
vocational interests and reading interests. Certain after school 
activities were found to be favorable with the pupils, these were 
attending Sunday School and church, playing, and membership in clubs. 
The most favored recreational activities were participation in sports. 
The movie preferences of the pupils tended toward the cartoons, Westerns, 
and comedy. Their choices for radio programs were music and comedy, 
while mystery and adventure were their favorites as far as television 
programs were concerned. A study of the findings of the children's 
interests in school subjects reveals that reading, spelling and mathe¬ 
matics were the favored choices of the pupils, with interests being 
shown in social studies, English grammar and science. The pupils' 
choices of vocational preferences were mainly for the nursing and teach¬ 
ing professions, with the balance of the choices being distributed be¬ 
tween becoming a doctor and secretary; being in the air force; and 
becoming a policeman, fireman and bus driver. Their stated reading 
preferences were largely for adventure, detective stories, fairy tales, 
mystery stories and stories as a group. The nonfiction subject areas 
of art, biography, history, music, plays, poetry, science and travel 
were in the minority as reading preferences. Comics were the most 
popular subject matter read in the newspaper, with other preferences 
shown for the news, school news and grocery ads. Ten percent of the 
pupils stated that they did not know what their preference was as to 
subject matter read in the newspaper. The most favored magazine 
preferences were the pictorial magazine, with the fashion and news maga¬ 
zine receiving a small percentage of the pupils' choices. Forty-five 
percent of the pupils responded with "don't know" when asked about 
their magazine preferences. 
An examination of the reading record leaflets which were used 
by the pupils during the study presented certain evidence. The pupils 
in both the experimental and control groups, read from a total of 
thirteen subject areas. Works of fiction were the leading choice as 
far as reading material was concerned with biography, social science, 
fairy tales and poetry following in the order named. A smaller per¬ 
centage of books were read from other subject areas as science, use¬ 
ful arts, music, language, history, religion, vocations and sports. 
The pupils in the experimental group did not choose to do any reading 
in the areas of language and history; there were three areas which the 
pupils in the control group did not read from, these were religion, 
vocations and sports. 
The Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test, Intermediate 
Test: Form B for Grades 3 to 6, which was administered as a post-test 
to both the experimental and control groups, showed that at the time 
of the post-test, 50 percent of the pupils in the experimental group 
had reading abilities below the fourth grade level. Forty percent 
of the pupils showed reading achievement scores at the fourth grade 
level with 10 percent remaining above the fourth grade level with a 
four-month gain in reading achievement. Ninety percent of the members 
of the control group were reading above the fourth grade level at the 
U2 
time of the post-test with 10 percent of the pupils remaining above 
the fourth grade level with an eight-month gain in reading achieve¬ 
ment. 
The conclusions for this study may be stated as follows: 
1. A knowledge of pupils' abilities is necessary if effective 
reading guidance is to be given the pupil. The sample of pupils 
selected from two sections of the fourth grade at the H. R. Butler 
Elementary School exhibited a wide range of abilities as indicated by 
the pre-test scores in reading achievement. 
2. A knowledge of pupils' interests is also necessary if 
effective reading guidance is to be given to the pupil. The pupils 
who made up the sample exhibited certain interest patterns. Further 
guidance is needed to help pupils, especially those with reading abi¬ 
lities above grade level, to be more aware of the quality movie, radio, 
and television programs; those professions that require education com¬ 
mensurate with outstanding abilities; and to help them broaden their 
choices as to subject matter read in newspapers and to become more 
familiar with children's magazines. 
3. There is no evidence from the post-test scores that 
reading guicance contributes to improved reading abilities, even thcugh 
there were some gains in reading achievement. These gains in reading 
achievement can be attributed to the fact that the pupils are enrolled 
in a developmental reading program at the school. 
U. The results of this study show that reading guidance does 
contribute to improved interest in reading. This was evidenced by 
the fact that the pupils in the experimental group read books from a 
U3 
total of eleven subject areas and also pursued further interest in 
reading in several subject areas. The pupils also need to be encour¬ 
aged further to do more extensive reading in the nonfiction subject 
areas such as poetry, science, music, art, history and vocations. 
APPENDIX 
DIAGNOSTIC CHILD STUDY REGGRD 
FORM III. PUPIL REPORT OF INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES 
Name 
Date of Birth Age  





These questions are to find out some of the things boys and 
girls do, and how they feel about certain things. Answer each ques¬ 
tion truthfully and as carefully as you can. If you do not understand 
a question, you may ask your teacher about it. 
1. When you have an hour or two that you can spend just as you 
please, what do you like best to do?  
2. What do you usually do: 
a. Directly after school?  
b. In the evening?  
c. On Saturdays?  
d. On Sundays?  
3» At what time do you usually go to bed?  
When do you get up?  
Are you usually tired in the morning?  
Are you often late for school?  
Do you have many headaches?  
Are you absent frequently from school because of illness?  
Do you cry often? Why?  
U. In the space below, write the full names and ages of your close 
friends. 
Underline the name of your best friend. Do you have many friends 
or few? 
Do you have a nickname?  What?  
Do you like it?  What do you like to play best? 
1*6 
Would you rather play by yourself, with other boys, girls, boys 
and girls. Underline. 
Do you fight with your friends? never, sometimes, often. Underline. 
Do you have as much time to play as you should like?   
If you have any brothers or sisters, how old are they?  
Do you play with them?  
Does your father or mother ever play with you?  
What?  Do you like to be with your mother much of 
the time?  
5. To what clubs or organizations do you belong?  
What do you do in your club?  
How long have you been a member?  Are you an officer?   
Where do you meet?  
Do you go to Sunday School?  
Do you take any kind of special lessons outside of school?  
What kind?  Do you like them?  
How long have you been taking lessons?  
Is there another type of lesson you would prefer to take? 
6. What tools of playthings (toys) do you have at home?  
Which do you like best?  
Do you let other children use your toys?  If not, why?  
Is there any tool, toy, or equipment that you especially want?  
What?  
Do you have a workshop?  
Are you carrying on any experiments?  What?  
Do you ever give shows?  
7. Do you receive spending money? Regularly or occasionally?  
Do you have a job after school or on Saturdays?  
What do you do?  
How many hours each week do you work?  
Have you ever earned any money?  How?  
How did you spend the money you received or earned?  
Do you save money?  How?  
Do you have chores or other regular duties to do at home?  
What?  
8. How often do you go to the movies? With whom, usually? 
  What are the names of the two best movies you have ever 
seen? a. b.  
Underline the kinds of pictures you like best: comedy, V^stems, 
"sad," news, love, serial, mystery, gangster, educational, society, 
cartoons. 
Who is your favorite actor? Actress?  
If you were going into the movies, what kinds of parts would you 
like to play?  
What real (professional) plays have you seen?  
Do you prefer movies or plays? Underline. 
9. Have you been to a farm? A circus? A zoo?  
Have you been to a museum of art?  Other museums?  
Have you been to an amusement park?  
Do you ever go to concerts?  How often?  
Have you ever been on a picnic?  
Have you ever taken a trip by boat? By train?  
By airplace?  By bus?  By automobile?  
Where did you go?  
Where did you go during your last summer vacation?  
Underline once the places you have lived and would like to see 
again; underline twice the places you did not like. To what 
other places would you like to go?  
Who takes you to different places, or do you go alone?  
10. What would you like to be when you are grown?  
What would your father and mother like you to be?  
11. What are your favorite radio programs?  
First?  Second?  Third?  
How much time do you spend each day listening to the radio?  
To how many programs do you listen regularly? One, two, three, 
more. Underline. 
12. What are your favorite television programs?  
First?  Second? Third?  
How much time do you spend each day listening to television?  
To how many programs do you listen regularly? One, two, three, 
more. Underline. 
13. Do you have a pet? What?  
Are you making any collections?  Of what?  
Do you have a hobby?  What?  
1U. Do you like school?  What school subjects do you like 
best? Second  
Third  
Do you take any electives? What?  
What school subjects do you dislike? 
15. How much time each day (outside of school) do you spend doing 
school work? Do your parents help you with 
this? Never, sometimes, often. Underline. 
16. Suppose you could have three wishes which might come true, what 
would be your first wish?  
Second wish’  
Third wish?  
Have you told these wishes to anyone'-'  To whom?  
Have any of your wishes ever come true?  
Have you ever pretended to be someone else?  Who?  
17. Do you dream at night? Never, sometimes, often. Underline. 
What do you dream about?  
Are your dreams pleasant?  
Are you ever frightened by dreams?  
18. What things do you wonder about?  
19• Are you afraid of many things?  
Name some of the things you fear.  
20. Do you enjoy reading?  
Do you like to have someone read to you?  Who?  
Apart from lessons, about how much time each day do you spend 
reading?  
Do your parents encourage you to read at home?  
What are the names of some books you have been reading during 
the last two months? 
5o 
Draw a line through the names of those books which you did not 
finish. Do you have a card for the public or school library? 
 How many books do you have of your own? 
  Name some:  
What other book would you like to own?    
About how many books are there in your home?  
Underline the kinds of reading you enjoy most: history, travel, 
plays, essays, adventure, stories, science, poetry, novels, detec¬ 
tive stories, fairy tales, mystery stories, biography, music, art. 
21. What newspapers do you read?  
What parts do you like best?  
22. What magazines are received regularly at your home?  
Underline those which you read. 
Name your favorite magazines:  
Where do you get your magazines?   
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READING RECORD LEAFLET 
Title of Book  
Author  
What did you like about this book? 
Title of Book  
Author  
What did you like about this book? 
Title of Book  
Author  
What did you like about this book? 
Title of Book _  
Author  
What did you like about this book? 
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